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Photoelectron anisotropy and channel branching ratios in the detachment
of solvated iodide cluster anions
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Photoelectron spectra and angular distributions in 267 nm detachment of the I2
•Ar, I2

•H2O,
I2
•CH3I, and I2•CH3CN cluster anions are examined in comparison with bare I2 using

velocity-map photoelectron imaging. In all cases, features are observed that correlate to two
channels producing either I(2P3/2) or I(2P1/2). In the photodetachment of I2 and I2•Ar, the
branching ratios of the2P1/2 and2P3/2 channels are observed to be'0.4, in both cases falling short
of the statistical ratio of 0.5. For I2

•H2O and I2•CH3I, the 2P1/2 to 2P3/2 branching ratios are
greater by a factor of 1.6 compared to the bare iodide case. The relative enhancement of the2P1/2

channel is attributed to dipole effects on the final-state continuum wave function in the presence of
polar solvents. For I2

•CH3CN the2P1/2 to 2P3/2 ratio falls again, most likely due to the proximity
of the detachment threshold in the excited spin-orbit channel. The photoelectron angular
distributions in the photodetachment of I2, I2

•Ar, I2
•H2O, and I2•CH3CN are understood within

the framework of direct detachment from I2. Hence, the corresponding anisotropy parameters are
modeled using variants of the Cooper-Zare central-potential model for atomic-anion
photodetachment. In contrast, I2

•CH3I yields nearly isotropic photoelectron angular distributions in
both detachment channels. The implications of this anomalous behavior are discussed with reference
to alternative mechanisms, affording the solvent molecule an active role in the electron ejection
process. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1839861#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the elegant convenience of simultaneously m
suring both the speed and angular distributions, the imag
technique1 has become a widely accepted tool in the stud
of neutral and charged species in gas-phase experimen2,3

The imaging approach to negative-ion photoelect
spectroscopy4 allows distinct advantages. First, photoele
tron spectra can be measured with uniform sensitivity for
electron kinetic energies~eKE!, up to the maximum-eKE
limit of the detection range. This feature of imaging prov
to be extremely beneficial in probing near-threshold and
direct detachment processes that yield low-eKE electrons5–7

Second, the energy-resolved photoelectron angular distr
tions ~PAD! are also determined in a straightforward mann
providing direct and often highly visual insights into th
electronic structure of the parent anions.8–10 In recent years,
these facets of imaging have been applied to atomic, mole
lar, and cluster anions, yielding a wealth of informati
about the species from which the detachment ta
place.5,6,8–18The technique also shows promise as a too
study the evolution of the electronic structure as a chem
reaction unfolds, serving as a powerful extension of fem
second photoelectron spectroscopy.19–22

In using photoelectron images to elucidate the electro
structure of parent anions, the effect of surrounding m
ecules needs to be understood. Intermolecular interact
are the focus of the studies of clusters23–25and collision pro-
cesses. They also play an important role in time-resol
dissociation experiments, since the fragments necess
start out in close proximity. These considerations motiv
122, 0540021-9606/2005/122(5)/054308/9/$22.50
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our continuing studies of the effect of solvent interactions
the electronic structure of anions, with a particular empha
on the PADs arising from the photodetachment processe

We have recently carried out a series of photodeta
ment imaging experiments on cluster anions involving m
lecular core-anion and solvent species.8,10,14,17,18These stud-
ies shed light on the electrostatic and covalent interacti
implicated in homogenous and heterogeneous solvation
molecular anions. In the present work, we turn to solve
induced effects in the photodetachment of an atomic an
The reduced number of degrees of freedom and the availa
ity of tested theoretical models pertaining to atomic-an
photodetachment, coupled with the advantages afforded
imaging, allow for more detailed understanding of solvati
effects on the photodetachment dynamics.

The core anion chosen in this study is I2. Its spectros-
copy is well characterized,26–28 but the channel branching
ratios in the photodetachment experiments warrant additio
discussion.29 Four solvent species~Ar, H2O, CH3I, and
CH3CN) are chosen to examine the effects of solvation
the electronic structure and detachment dynamics.
choice of the solvation partners is dictated by the differ
interactions implicated in the corresponding cluster anio
The I2•Ar anion is a relatively weakly bound cluster, i
which the dominant interaction is due to the polarizability
the closed-shell, spherically symmetric Ar atom. The m
lecular solvents are bound to the anion by stronger elec
static interactions involving significant dipole momen
which can potentially affect not only the energetics but a
the dynamics of the detachment. While this is the case for
308-1 © 2005 American Institute of Physics
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three molecular solvents studied, only CH3CN is capable of
forming a dipole-bound anion in isolation.30,31Methyl iodide
is also of special interest, because the structure of I2

•CH3I
cluster anion is representative of the entrance channel o
SN2 reaction I21CH3I→ICH31I2.32

The five anions in this work had been extensively stu
ied through photoelectron and ZEKE spectroscopies30,32–43

and thus the cluster structures are fairly well known. T
spectra all appear to reflect the detachment from I2, with the
transition energies reflecting the solvent-induced stabil
tion of the bound orbitals of the anion relative to the lowe
unoccupied orbital of the neutral. However, in the previo
studies of I2•Ar, I2

•H2O, I2•CH3I, and I2•CH3CN, little
attention was paid to the solvent-induced variations in
PADs or relative photodetachment cross sections. In the
rent work, advantage is taken of the photoelectron imag
technique to redress this omission, yielding in some ca
surprising results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The experimental apparatus is described in detail e
where.9 In brief, it employs the ion generation and ma
analysis techniques of Lineberger and co-workers,44,45 com-
bined with a velocity mapped,46 imaging1 scheme for detec
tion of the photoelectrons.

The anions are formed in an electron impact ioniz
pulsed supersonic expansion of a precursor gas mixt
which includes undried carrier gas~Ar! and the desired sol
vent vapor, seeded with the ambient pressure of I2 . The re-
sulting gas, at a total stagnation pressure of 40 psi~gauge!, is
expanded through a pulsed 70 Hz nozzle~General Valve Se-
ries 9! into a region with a base pressure of 1026 Torr, rising
to 231025 Torr when the valve is operated. For the prep
ration of I2•CH3I, a 5% concentration of methyl iodide i
used. For I2•CH3CN, the ambient vapor pressure of ace
nitrile is mixed with that of iodine prior to expansion. In th
experiments on I2

•H2O, residual vapor within the gas deliv
ery lines serves as a source of H2O.

The supersonic expansion is crossed with a 1 keV elec-
tron beam and the resulting anions are pulse extracted in
Wiley-McLaren time-of-flight mass spectrometer.47 Toward
the end of the flight tube, the ions enter the detection reg
with a typical base pressure of 331029– 531029 Torr,
where mass spectra are recorded using a dual microcha
plate ~MCP! detector~Burle, Inc.!. Prior to impacting the
detector, the ion beam is crossed with the frequency trip
output from an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser system~Spectra
Physics, Inc., 1 mJ, 100 fs pulses at 800 nm!. The 267 nm
light is generated by mixing the fundamental and the sec
harmonic in the super tripler harmonics generator~Super Op-
tronics, Inc.!, giving 20 mJ/pulse with a 4.4 nm bandwidth
The linearly polarized beam is mildly focused using a 1 m
focal length lens positioned'0.5 m before the crossing o
the laser and ion beams.

Photoelectrons are detected in the direction perpend
lar to the plane containing the ion and laser beams. A 40
diameter MCP detector with a P47 phosphor screen~Burle,
Inc.! is mounted at the end of an internallym-metal shielded
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electron flight tube. The direction of the laser polarization
maintained parallel to the imaging detector plane, as requ
for data analysis based on the inverse Abel transforma
techniques.2,48 Images are recorded from the phosphor scre
using a charge-coupled device~CCD! camera~CoolSnap,
Roper Scientific, Inc.! and are typically averaged fo
(1 – 3)3104 experimental cycles. To discriminate against e
perimental noise, the potential difference across the two
aging MCPs, maintained at 1.0–1.2 kV total, is pulsed up
the normal operational level of 1.8 kV for a 200 ns windo
timed to coincide with the arrival of the photoelectrons.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Figure 1 shows the raw photoelectron images obtai
in 267 nm detachment of I2 and I2•M (M5Ar,CH3I,

FIG. 1. Photoelectron images and the corresponding spectra obtained i
nm detachment of~a! I2, ~b! I2

•Ar, ~c! I2
•CH3I, ~d! I2

•H2O, and ~e!
I2
•CH3CN. The images and spectra are displayed on arbitrary inten

scales; however, the electron focusing conditions are the same in each i
allowing a direct visual comparison of the eKEs. The detachment lase
polarized vertically in the image plane, as indicated by the double arr
Smooth solid lines through the data represent Lorentzian fits to the obse
spectral peaks. The inset in~c! shows an expanded portion of the I2

•CH3I
spectrum with arrows indicating the partially resolved vibrational struct
in the ~asymptotic! 2P1/2 channel.
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TABLE I. Spectral and angular distribution parameters and channel branching ratios determined fro
photoelectron images in Fig. 1.

Anionic
species

Peak eKE
~eV!

Spectral shift
~eV! b

Branching ratio
2P1/2 :2P3/2

2
P3/2

2P1/2
2P3/2

2P1/2
2P3/2

2P1/2

I2 1.57 0.63 20.67 20.73 0.38~60.01!
I2
•Ar 1.53 0.58 0.04 0.05 20.70 20.69 0.40~60.01!

I2
•CH3I 1.21 0.26 0.36 0.37 20.26 0.02 0.60~60.01!

I2
•H2O 1.11 0.16 0.46 0.47 20.77 20.13 0.63~60.01!

I2
•CH3CN 1.10 0.14 0.47 0.49 20.70 20.10 0.35~60.03!
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H2O,CH3CN). Also shown are the corresponding photoele
tron energy spectra. Each image displays two concentric
cular bands corresponding to the I2(1S0)→I( 2P3/2)1e2 and
I2(1S0)→I( 2P1/2)1e2 detachment channels in the core i
dide anion, hereafter referred to as the2P3/2 and 2P1/2 tran-
sitions, respectively. The outer bands, corresponding to fa
photoelectrons, are ascribed to the energetically lower,2P3/2

detachment channel, while the inner bands correspond to
excited2P1/2 spin-orbit state of the neutral I atom formed
the photodetachment.

All images in Fig. 1 were recorded under the same el
tron imaging lens46 conditions and are presented on the sa
velocity scale. Thus, the radii of the bands, which vary w
M, reflect the solvent-dependent energetics of the elec
detachment. In addition, the following two effects are app
ent upon inspection of the images. First, a significant
hancement of the excited spin-orbit channel is observed
the detachment of I2

•H2O and I2•CH3I, compared to I2,
I2
•Ar, and I2•CH3CN. The increased relative intensities

the inner rings in Figs. 1~c! and 1~d!, compared to Figs. 1~a!,
1~b!, and 1~e!, are easily seen by eye. Second, there i
striking loss of anisotropy in the angular distribution ofboth
transitions in I2•CH3I, as seen in Fig. 1~c!. The ~nearly!
isotropic PAD contrasts this cluster anion with all other s
tems studied in this work.

The images in Fig. 1 represent the projections on
detector plane of the probability density distributions~i.e.,
ucu2) of the final state of the photodetached electron in
three-dimensional linear-momentum~velocity! space, aver-
aged over random orientations of the parent anions in
laboratory frame. To determine the corresponding energy
angular distributions, the original three-dimensional distrib
tions must be reconstructed. This task is accomplished by
inverse Abel transformation,2 which makes use of the cylin
drical symmetry imposed on the photoelectrons by the lin
polarization of light used in photodetachment. In this wo
the analysis is carried out using the Reisler group’s basis
expansion program~BASEX!,48 which yields both the en-
ergy spectra and PADs corresponding to the experime
images.

The photoelectron spectrum of I2 in Fig. 1~a! exhibits
two transitions corresponding to the two spin-orbit chann
separated by 0.94 eV. The widths of the peaks reflect
convolution of the laser bandwidth with other experimen
broadening factors. The stabilizing effect of the solvent
clearly seen in the cluster-anion spectra, where the tra
-
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tions are shifted to lower eKE compared to I2. The data in
Figs. 1~b!–1~e! are presented in order of increasing solvati
energy. The spectra were analyzed through Lorentzian
fitting and thus determined positions of the transiti
maxima, along with the magnitudes of the solvent-induc
spectral shifts, are summarized in Table I.

Of the advantages of imaging discussed in the Introd
tion, particularly important for this work is the uniform de
tection sensitivity for all photoelectrons up to the maximu
eKE limit. This experimental feature provides for an accur
determination of the channel branching ratios, which can
obtained from the integrated spectral peak intensities
duced from the Lorentzian fits. The2P1/2 to 2P3/2 channel
branching ratios obtained in this work are summarized
Table I. Consistent with the qualitative features of the imag
in Fig. 1, the branching ratios show a dramatic increase
I2
•CH3I and I2•H2O compared to bare I2 and I2•Ar. How-

ever, the ratio decreases again for detachment from2

•CH3CN.
In the I2•CH3I case, additional structure, discussed p

viously by Johnson and co-workers,32,49 can be discerned in
the photoelectron spectrum in Fig. 1~c!. Although too weak
to have a significant effect on the Lorentzian peak fitti
procedure, this structure is superimposed on the lower-e
wings of both spin-orbit channels. While hardly seen in t
2P3/2 channel, it is partially resolved in the2P1/2 band, as
shown in the inset in Fig. 1~c!. Its emergence in the excite
spin-orbit channel is due to the improved absolute ene
resolution for slower photoelectrons. The approximate sp
ing of 560 cm21 between the features on the2P1/2 band wing
is consistent with excitation of the C–I stretch in neut
CH3I.32,49

The PADs resulting from one-photon detachment us
linearly polarized light can be, in general, characterized
the anisotropy parameterb,50–52 determined by fitting the
function

I ~u!5~s/4p!@11bP2~cosu!# ~1!

to the angular distributions derived from the images. In E
~1!, s is the total detachment cross section, used here a
arbitrary fitting parameter,u is the angle between the lase
polarization axis, and the photoelectron velocity vector, a
P2(cosu) is the second-order Legendre polynomial. Theb
values obtained from the images in Fig. 1 are summarize
Table I.
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IV. DISCUSSION

In many cluster anions, the excess electron is larg
localized on a well-defined core moiety. In the cluster anio
studied in this work, this moiety is the iodine atom, its ele
tron affinity being much greater than that of any of the s
vating species used.53 When considering the detachment pr
cesses in these clusters, a logical starting point is
photodetachment from bare I2. By itself, I2 is a closed shell
species, for which the lowest detachment transition, un
the one-electron approximation, involves removal of an el
tron from a 5p atomic orbital. Spin-orbit interaction in th
residual open-shell atom gives rise to two distinct fin
states, the lower2P3/2 state and the upper2P1/2 state, sepa-
rated by 0.94 eV.26 All photoelectron images in this work
bear signatures of I2 photodetachment with narrow spectr
features.

We will discuss two types of solvent effects. The fir
concerns the2P1/2:2P3/2 transition branching ratio, which
varies significantly throughout the series of the cluster ani
studied. The second concerns the photoelectron anisotr
particularly the anomalously nearly isotropic nature of2

•CH3I photodetachment. The starting point for these disc
sions is the detachment of I2, which is used as a referenc
system for interpreting the results for the solvated specie

A. Branching ratios

In I2 photodetachment, the statistical2P1/2:2P3/2 chan-
nel branching ratio is 0.5, as determined by the (2J11)-fold
degeneracy of the corresponding2PJ neutral states. The
branching ratio of 0.38 observed in the photodetachmen
bare I2 deviates from this expectation, indicating that t
final-state populations are determined not only by the ch
nel statistics, but also by the relative cross sections, wh
are in turn affected by the dynamics of photodetachmen

In I2, the initial state of the electron is characterized
the orbital angular momentum quantum number,51. Under
the electric-dipole selection rule,s and d partial waves are
formed in the one-photon process. Unlike photoionization
a neutral atom, in negative-ion photodetachment the dep
ing electron interacts with a neutral residue, with no Co
lomb attraction. The shorter-range higher-order interactio
for which the magnitude of the long-range potential dec
faster than 1/r 2, are not sufficient to suppress the centrifug
barrier for waves with,.0. Therefore, the correspondin
partial cross-sections scale differently with eKE, genera
conforming to the Wigner law near the detachme
threshold.54

The photon energy employed in the current work is so
way from threshold and the purely Wigner region,55 how-
ever, the overall qualitative trend in channel cross section
this energy regime is to increase with eKE. Owing to th
trend, one expects larger cross sections perMJ-channel in
the detachment leading to the2P3/2 neutral state, compare
to 2P1/2. (MJ denotes the quantum number for the project
of the total electronic angular momentum!. The greater cross
sections for I2→I( 2P3/2)1e2 detachment, compared to I2

→I( 2P1/2)1e2, result in a smaller than statistica
2P1/2:2P3/2 branching ratio, as observed in the experimen

This analysis is further supported by available quant
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tive treatments of I2 photodetachment. Several one-electr
models have been used to predict detachment c
sections.28,56–63 These semiempirical treatments have be
applied with some success to detachment leading t
ground-state neutral atom. However, ignoring many-body
teractions and the effect of the remaining neutral core on
detachment process, inherent in the one-electron mod
limits their success in applications to highly polarizable
oms, as well as atoms with large electron affinities and
tachment channels leading to excited neutral states.

More accurate treatments taking into account many-b
effects are outlined in a review by Ivanov.64 Methods based
on the relativistic random phase approximation,65–67 have
been applied to the study of halide-anion detachment c
sections. For detachment from the 5p orbital, the branching
ratio is predicted to favor the2P3/2 neutral state with a
greater than statistical weight for photon energies up to;9
eV. The experimentally observed nonstatistical2P1/2:2P3/2

branching ratio of 0.38 is in good agreement with the pred
tion by Kutzneret al.67 Thus, although 267 nm is sufficientl
far from both detachment thresholds for cross sections
deviate from the Wigner law, the partial cross sections
still increasing with photoelectron energy in this ener
range. Hence, the energy difference between the two ne
states causes the observed deviation from statistical beha

The 2P1/2:2P3/2 branching ratio shows significan
changes caused by interaction with different solvation p
ners ~see Table I!. The I2•Ar data yield a branching ratio
similar to that for I2, suggesting that Ar has little effect o
the cross section for either detachment channel. This is
the case for I2•CH3I and I2•H2O, for which the branching
ratios indicate a relative enhancement of the2P1/2 channel
compared to bare I2. In interpreting these data, it is helpfu
to examine the effects of solvation on photodetachment c
sections observed elsewhere.

Johnson and co-workers measured the total detachm
cross section as a function of wavelength for the series
hydrated iodide clusters I2(H2O)n , n50 – 6.34 Their experi-
ments showed that hydration changes the detachment tre
For bare I2, the total cross section rises gradually with e
ergy above the2P3/2 threshold and shows another sharp
crease at the2P1/2 channel opening. In the presence of wa
molecules, it exhibits a well-defined maximum above t
2P3/2 threshold followed by a decrease all the way to t
2P1/2 channel opening, which marks another sharp rise an
subsequent decrease. Another striking example of n
threshold enhancement of the detachment cross sectio
found in the Johnson’s group work on I2

•CH3CN,29 where
the cross section is dominated by a sharp near-threshold
attributed to a dipole-bound state.

The existence of cross-section maxima indicates com
tition of two different trends. The first is the overall increa
in detachment cross sections with increasing energy, as
cussed above for the bare I2 case. The second, hydration
induced mechanism works in the opposite direction, incre
ing the cross sections in the near-threshold regions of sm
eKE. Johnson’s explanation for the enhanced near-thres
cross sections invokes the long-range attractive potential
to the polar water molecules, which partially localizes t
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final-state continuum wave function in the vicinity of th
core.34 As the energy increases, the cross section for a gi
channel drops, as the continuum wave function becom
more delocalized, reducing its overlap with the initial bou
state.

With regard to the present measurements, we are ne
threshold in the2P1/2 channel, and hence its cross section
relatively enhanced in a similar way in the presence of po
solvents. Thus, the localization of the continuum wave fu
tion near the core, suggested by Johnson and co-worke34

can explain the increased yield of the upper spin-orbit ch
nel in I2•H2O and I2•CH3I photodetachment observed
this work.

However, the branching ratio for I2
•CH3CN, when

compared to I2, I2
•H2O and I2•CH3I ~see Table I!, does

not appear to follow this trend. Several tentative explanati
may be advanced for this behavior. It is unlikely that t
difference between the I2

•CH3CN branching ratio and thos
exhibited by I2•H2O and I2•CH3I reflects competition be-
tween direct photodetachment and autodetachment. The
dence against this is seen in the highly anisotropic natur
the PADs arising from both I2

•H2O and I2•CH3CN, which
is characteristic of a direct process. One must also kee
mind that unlike the work of Johnson and co-workers,34 we
measure the branching ratio at a single energy only.
2P1/2 channel threshold in I2

•CH3CN is quite close to the
267 nm photon energy, giving eKE50.14 eV. In this regime,
the continuum wave function is dominated bys-wave de-
tachment, whose cross section diminishes rapidly with
creasing eKE~as }eKE1/2 in a pure Wigner case!. Being
closer to the detachment threshold than any other sys
studied, the cross section for this channel may be co
spondingly reduced by near-threshold effects. It must
pointed out, however, the difference between the elec
kinetic energies in the2P1/2 channels for I2•H2O and I2

•CH3CN detachment is small.
The second, less likely possibility arises from t

CH3CN dipole moment that is sufficient to support a dipo
bound anion state. This state could conceivably act as a
for the lowest-eKE electrons. Dipole-bound anions ha
been prepared by Johnson and co-workers dissociating2

•CH3CN at 3.496 eV, i.e., just below the vertical detachme
energy.31,42However, the energy supplied in the present c
is 4.6 eV, exceeding even the upper spin-orbit chan
threshold by 140 meV. Varying the detachment energy m
shed light on this issue. An important caveat is that if t
detachment energy is increased by more than a few hund
of meV, the eKE of the2P3/2 channel moves into the regio
where dissociative electron attachment to CH3CN may oc-
cur, yielding CH31CN2.68 The opening of this additiona
channel will have the effect of reducing the observed2P3/2

photodetachment cross section.

B. Photoelectron angular distributions

Photoelectron anisotropy is known to be, in general, e
dependent. Thus, it is no surprise that theb values summa-
rized in Table I vary from image to image and, in most cas
between the transitions in a given image. Since the photo
tached electron initially resides mainly on the iodine ato
n
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we will again begin with a discussion of its detachment as
atomic process and then examine the effects of the solv

In the atomic picture, the observed PAD arises from
terference between thes and d partial waves formed in the
detachment from a 5p orbital. Cooper and Zare developed
model for photoelectron angular distributions, in which t
detached electron moves in the central potential due to
atomic residue.51,52The parameters in this model are the in
tial orbital angular momentum quantum number,, the phase
angles and dipole radial matrix elementsR,8 corresponding
to the emitted waves~described by,85,61!. Hanstorp
et al.69 simplified this formalism by further assuming that th
wavelength of the free electron is large compared to the
of the initial state and that there is no interaction between
departing electron and the neutral-atom residue. Under th
assumptions, the ratio of the final-state radial matrix e
ments varies linearly with eKE:R,11 /R,215AE, whereE
[eKE andA is the proportionality coefficient. This simpli
fication allows the calculation ofb according to the follow-
ing equation:

b5
,~,21!1~,11!~,12!A2E226,~,11!AE cosf

~2,11!@,1~,11!A2E2#
,

~2!

wheref is the relative phase of the,85,61 partial waves.
Hanstorpet al. applied this model to detachment from ap
orbital in the O2 case,69 where, similar to I2, AE is also the
ratio of thed to s radial matrix elements.

The application of this model to the present data
shown in Fig. 2~a!. Different symbols~with the exception of
the crosses! correspond to the experimentalb values ob-
tained for bare I2 at various wavelengths17,22 and the cluster
anions studied in this work. The solid line represents Eq.~2!
for ,51, optimized for agreement with the experimental da
for I2 by varyingA and cosf with a nonlinear fitting proce-
dure using the Levenberg-Marquardt method.70 The param-
eters used areA50.4932 eV21 and cosf50.8617. The 95%
confidence and prediction limits are also shown by
dashed and dotted lines, respectively. These limits also
compass the experimental points for I2 obtained by the
groups of Lineberger71 and Neumark21 ~open squares and
triangle, respectively!, giving further confidence in the
present results. Comparing the model predictions to
cluster-anion data, we conclude that the I2

•M PADs are de-
scribed well in terms of direct atomic-anion photodetac
ment, with the notable exception of I2

•CH3I.
In the above analysis, it was assumed that the solv

acts as a mere spectator in the process of photodetachme
atomic iodide. However, for cluster anions it may be unre
istic to assume that the neutral residue does not interact
the departing electron, especially in the case of polar s
vents. The dipole moment of the neutral I•Ar complex is
indeed small~;0.01 D, estimated by an HF/3-21G calcul
tion usingGAUSSIAN98 ~Ref. 72! at the experimentally deter
mined cluster-anion geometry33!. However, I•H2O, I•CH3I
and I•CH3CN are predicted to have appreciable dipole m
ments. For example, HF/3-21G calculations at the co
sponding anion equilibrium geometries36,73 give m52.03 D
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for I•CH3I, 2.38 D for I•CH3CN, and 2.77 D for I•H2O.
Hence one can expect considerable electron-dipole inte
tions in these systems.

The effect of these interactions on the free-electron w
cross sections can be modeled following the work
O’Malley.74 In the limit of a small dipole moment of the
neutral residue in near-threshold photodetachment, the c
section of a partial wave characterized by an angular m
mentum quantum number,8 scales as

s,8'C,8A,85C,8k
2n, ~3!

wheren5@(,811/2)22m#1/2, k is the linear momentum o
the free electron andm is the dipole moment of the neutra
nt
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residue~in atomic units!. For largem, the partial-wave cross
section is given by74

s,8'C,8A,85C,8$sinh2~pn8/2!

1cos2@~n8 ln k!1d#%21, ~4!

wheren85@m2(,811/2)2#1/2 and d is a phase factor. The
transition between the small and large dipole-moment
gimes occurs atm5(,811/2)2.

The ratio ofs,11 ands,21 calculated using either Eq
~3! or Eq.~4! can be used to determine the ratio of the dipo
matrix elements in Eq.~2!. Assuming that only the radial par
varies with eKE, we obtainR,11 /R,215(s,11 /s,21)1/2

and Eq.~2! takes the form,
b5
,~,21!1~,11!~,12!~s,11 /s,21!26,~,11!~s,11 /s,21!1/2cosf

~2,11!@,1~,11!~s,11 /s,21!#
, ~5!
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where the linear momentum and hence eKE are accou
for in the calculation of the cross sections. This approac
tested in Fig. 2~a! for m50, when Eq.~5! should become
identical to Eq.~2!. The series of crosses representing Eq.~5!
fall exactly on the solid line generated by Eq.~2! using the
same relative phase angle.

Equation ~5! can now be used to account for th
electron-dipole interactions. The dotted, dashed and d
dotted lines in Fig. 2~b! were generated using Eq.~5! for the
detachment of I2•H2O, I2•CH3I, and I2•CH3CN, respec-
tively. Thes andd wave cross sections were calculated us
the O’Malley approach described above.74 Based on the
I•H2O, I•CH3I, and I•CH3CN dipole moment values~see
above!, s wave emission occurs in the large-m regime, de-
scribed by Eq.~4!, while for d waves the small-m description
@Eq. ~3!# is appropriate. Varyingd in Eq. ~4! was found to
have only a very minor effect on theb values and henced
was arbitrarily set to zero.

In the end, the experimentalb values for I2•CH3I still
fall nowhere near the corresponding calculated curve.
disagreement persists even if the model parameters are
ied within reasonable margins. Thus, it appears unlikely t
the anomalously isotropic PAD in the I2

•CH3I case can be
due to the electron-dipole interactions.

In summary, the adaptation69 of the Cooper-Zare central
potential model51,52by Hanstorpet al.yields good agreemen
with experiment for the species studied, with the nota
exception of I2•CH3I. Admittedly, this model neglects long
range electron-dipole interactions and hence its applica
to the cluster species with polar solvents should be ta
with caution. However, significant electron-dipole intera
tions are expected in the detachment of I2

•H2O, I2•CH3I,
and I2•CH3CN, yet only one of them, I2

•CH3I, shows an
anomalous PAD. We conclude that the dipole considerati
alone cannot account for the observed effect and hence
very nature of electron detachment in I2

•CH3I is likely to be
different compared to the other species.
ed
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C. Nature of I À"CH3I detachment

Most features of the reported cluster-anion photoelect
images allow a straightforward interpretation that the deta
ment takes place from atomic iodide solvated by a neu
atom or molecule. However, I2

•CH3I yields a surprising re-
sult, which contrasts it to all other cluster anions studied. T
PAD in the I2•CH3I case is much more isotropic than e
pected from simple arguments, either treating the CH3I mol-
ecule purely as a spectator or taking the dipole momen
the neutral cluster into account. In addition, in highe
resolution energy-domain work,39 the 2P3/2 transition in I2

•CH3I photodetachment seems to be uncharacteristically
row.

In considering the anomalous lack of photodetachm
anisotropy in the I2•CH3I case, one may look for clues in
the photochemical properties of the solvent molecule.
important difference in this regard between H2O and
CH3CN, on the one hand side, and CH3I, on the other, is that
neither water nor acetonitrile absorb 267 nm light,75,76 while
methyl iodide does.77 Regardless of the exact mechanis
the availability of accessible excited electronic states in CH3I
must be key to interpreting the experimental results.

The I2•CH3I anion has been studied quit
extensively.30,32,37–40,73,78The overall behavior of the photo
absorption cross section reflects competition between pho
ragmentation and photodetachment. Near the detachm
threshold the I2•CH3I photoexcitation spectrum~measured
by detecting I2 fragments! displays two narrow bands sepa
rated by the spin-orbit splitting of iodine.40 These correspond
to electron transfer and subsequent dissociation of the C3I
molecule. The yield of I2 photofragments from I2

•CH3I de-
creases rapidly above the detachment threshold, with
ionic products seen at the wavelength of the pres
experiment.40

On the other hand, the 267 nm photon energy is w
above the dissociation limit for CH3I ~2.4 eV! and therefore
one may question whether direct absorption by the solv
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molecule followed by its dissociation plays a role in the o
served dynamics. In isolated CH3I dissociation, both I(2P3/2)
and I(2P1/2) are produced at 266 nm, with a2P1/2:2P3/2

branching ratio of 70:30.79,80 In I2
•CH3I, the dissociation of

the methyl iodide group would produce a methyl radical
coiling in the direction of the I2 with roughly 1–2 eV of
kinetic energy depending on the final state of the iodine fr
ment. The CH31I2 collision would occur on a repulsive
potential energy surface, which crosses the neutral C3I
potential.81 The neutral surface has a minimum located 0
eV above the CH31I2 asymptote. Thus, the energy relea
from the solvent dissociation is sufficient to reach the au
detachment continuum in the transient@CH3I#2 collision
complex. Subsequent autodetachment would yield a m

FIG. 2. Variation in anisotropy parameterb as a function of eKE. In~a! and
~b! symbols represent experimental data, while lines show the result
theoretical modeling. Open symbols are data points for photodetach
from unsolvated I2, while solid symbols represent monosolvated spec
The same experimental data are shown in both~a! and~b!, but the error bars
are indicated in~a! only. Experimental data from the current study a
shown as~open! circles for I2, triangles for I2•Ar, diamonds for I2

•H2O, squares for I2
•CH3CN, and~filled! circles for I2•CH3I. Data for I2

obtained by our group at wavelengths other than 267 nm are also incl
~as open circles!. Additional data points for I2 from the groups of
Lineberger~Ref. 71! and Neumark~Ref. 21! are shown as open squares a
triangles, respectively. The solid line in~a! represents a nonlinear regressio
fit of Eq. ~2! to the experimental data points for I2. The crosses~1!, which
fall exactly on the solid curve, representb values calculated using the mod
fied approach of Eq.~5! with zero dipole moment. Also shown are the 95
confidence limits~dashed lines! and 95% prediction limits~dotted lines!,
determined as described in the text. The graph in~b! shows the effect of
including the dipole moment of the neutral residue on the detachmen
isotropy, as modeled using Eq.~5!. The dotted line corresponds to I2

•H2O, dash-dotted to I2
•CH3I, and dashed to I2

•CH3CN. The I2 curve
~zero dipole moment! is reproduced for reference as a solid line.
-

-

-

6

-

re

isotropic PAD, compared to a direct photodetachment p
cess, consistent with the experiment. Energetically, the
tachment would still occur from the same electronic state
the direct process, resulting in a photoelectron energy sp
trum with the two I(2P1/2,3/2) product channels. Nonetheles
while this reactive mechanism is qualitatively consistent w
the overall features of the I2

•CH3I photoelectron image, it
can be effectively ruled out, because the cross section
CH3I photodissociation at 267 nm is 30–40 times smal
than that for direct photodetachment of I2.27,82

A more plausible explanation for the anomalous PAD
the I2•CH3I case is the existence of a scattering resonan
Experimental studies of electron-methyl iodide scatter
have been carried out over a wide range of eKE~0–100
eV!.83–95A resonance observed to peak at;2 eV in electron
scattering from methyl halides has been attributed to elec
capture into the C–X s* lowest unoccupied molecula
orbital.83,84,93,96,97This resonance is of interest for the curre
data, because it falls very close to the2P3/2 channel. In ad-
dition, the scattering cross section increases as the en
decreases below 0.5 eV, into the2P1/2 channel domain. Thus
it does not seem unreasonable that the detached ele
could be scattered from the neutral solvent molecule.

The presence of a scattering resonance is expecte
affect the relative phase angle in Eq.~5!, causing a change in
theb value. Prediction using any value of cosf that is inde-
pendent of eKE is inadequate in this case. Benitezet al.93

used correlation between electron transmission spectra
inner-shell excitation spectra to deduce the presence
shape resonance in CH3I slightly below 1 eV. Bound and
continuum multiple scatteringXa calculations predict a low-
energy resonances* state in CH3I2 at 1.44 and 1.22 eV,
respectively. These resonances were not observed ex
mentally, but lie in the correct energy range to be possi
explanations for the current results. Further experiment
different detachment wavelengths will be useful in ongoi
study of this problem.

The behavior of thee21CH3I scattering cross section a
low energies is characteristic of polar molecules.83 There-
fore, if scattering is responsible for the anomalous lack
anisotropy in I2•CH3I photodetachment, it is valid to ques
tion why the I2•H2O and I2•CH3CN images do not show
similar effects. Electron scattering measurements on H2O via
a linear transmission method in the 0.5–10 eV range98 show
that the cross section is several times smaller than that
CH3I. This can be seen as a reflection of the solvent m
ecule size. Electron scattering experiments on H2O have
failed to find evidence for resonance between 0 and 6 e99

the lowest reported resonance, corresponding to the2A1 state
of H2O2, lies at;7.9 eV.100 Electron scattering experiment
on CH3CN reveal ap* shape resonance at 2.9 eV,101 again
significantly higher in energy than the eKEs in the pres
work.94 Therefore, of all cluster anions studied her
electron-solvent scattering resonances can play a role on
I2
•CH3I, possibly contributing to the anomalously isotrop

PAD observed in this case.
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V. SUMMARY

Photodetachment from a series of monosolvated iod
cluster anions has been studied through photoelectron im
ing with particular emphasis on the spin-orbit chann
branching ratios and photoelectron angular distributions.
solvated anion photoelectron images are examined in c
parison to bare I2. In the case of I2•Ar, the solvent atom
has little effect on the angular distribution and the2P1/2 to
2P3/2 channel branching ratio. In I2

•H2O photodetachment
the effect of the solvent on the PAD is consistent with t
predictions of the Cooper-Zare central-potential model, o
the hydration-induced energetic shift of the detachm
bands is taken into account. However, the2P1/2:2P3/2 chan-
nel branching ratio is significantly affected by the presen
of the polar water molecule and the excited spin-orbit ch
nel is enhanced by more than 60% relative to the bare2

case. This enhancement is consistent with previous cr
section measurements in hydrated iodide systems34 and at-
tributed to dipolar effects on the final-state continuum wa
function. In the case of I2

•CH3CN, the 2P1/2 to 2P3/2

branching ratio is surprisingly much smaller than that
I2
•H2O, and even reduced slightly compared to bare2.

The suppression of the2P1/2 channel in I2•CH3CN is attrib-
uted to the proximity of the2P1/2 channel threshold to the
photon energy used in the experiment. Also not ruled
completely is the possibility of the dipole-bound anion st
of acetonitrile acting as a sink for the lowest-energy el
trons.

More intriguing results are obtained for the photodeta
ment of I2•CH3I. The channel branching ratio is similar t
that for I2•H2O, consistent with the model where the fina
state dipole moment affects the detachment cross sect
However, the nearly isotropic PADs characteristic of bo
detachment channels in I2

•CH3I do not fit into the picture of
direct photodetachment from the I2 cluster core, even when
the dipole effects are taken into account. The alternative
narios include a photoinduced bimolecular reaction wit
the cluster yielding an autodetaching product and photoe
tron scattering by the solvent molecule. While the form
mechanism is effectively ruled out by consideration of t
small dissociation cross section~relative to detachment!,
electron scattering from the solvent is indeed likely to pla
role, because of the existence of low lying scattering re
nances in the CH3I2 continuum.
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